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“enacted images (agierte Bilder)” 
 
“For more than 30 years the German artist and art pedagogue BBB Johannes 
Deimling is internationally active and known in the field of Performance Art 
with his “enacted images (agierte Bilder)”, a term he is using since 1989 for 
his works. The performance images of the artist are initially created purely 
visual but gradually access to all the senses to form a holistic view on the 
banalities of everyday life with all its challenges and changes. Based on 
Deimling’s daily observations of the world, these ephemeral images can 
be seen as condensed moments and metaphorical triggers. The artist says 
about his performance images: “It is not about what you see, but more about 
what you don’t see.”. Within the social space performance art is offering, 
Deimling’s images are generating nonverbal, visual dialogues where 
images replace words, creating an artistic atmosphere and leave plenty of 
space for individual interpretation and access. And right here, the actual 
images appear, the center focus of Deimling’s artistic research: the non-
visible images each audience member creates in their minds while seeing 
and discovering the performance. The moment ‘now’ is here at its peak: 
perception is triggered, activated and responding. There is no given direction 
or right or wrong in how these images must be seen, analyzed or valued. 
Stimulating the mind to reflect or even rethink our views on the world is 
combined with purposeful use of gesture, movement, and materials. These 
three components are mastered by Deimling over the years and establish his 
unique, poetic art language. To sharpen one’s view is Deimling’s intention.

"It's not about what you see,
it's about what you don't see."

BBB Johannes Deimling



"it ain't over 
until it's over 
#4"
2020

performance

part of:
art fair KUNST MITTE

location:
Stadthalle, Magdeburg

photos: Monika Deimling



"Ich liebe 
entartete 
Kunst"
("I love degenerate art")

2020

performance

part of:
art fair KUNST MITTE

location:
Stadthalle, Magdeburg

photos: Monika Deimling



"it ain't over 
until it's over 
#3"
2020

performance

part of:
STRE!FEN performance art 
event

location:
Uferpark, Görlitz Germany

photos: Monika Deimling



"it ain't over 
until it's over 
#2"
2020

performance

part of:
PAS | Performance Art 
Studies #70

location:
art hall, culture center, 
Rehlovice, Czechia

photos: Monika Deimling



"it ain't over 
until it's over 
#1"
2020

performance

part of:
art festival "oko nigdy nie 
spi"

location:
Ostromecko Palace (garden), 
Ostromecko, Poland

curated by:
Grzegorsz Pleszynski and 
Czarne Karzel

photos: Monika Deimling



"One day I'm 
gonna make 
the onion cry 
#9"
2020

performance

performed in Bela Vista, 
Brazil

part of "Bodily Response" 
by M:ST performative arts 
festival, Calgary, Canada

photos: Monika Deimling



"FUTURE 
SHOCK"
2019-2020

part of the cycle "One day 
I'm gonna make the onion 
cry"

performance production

location:
Stellwerk, junges theater, 
Weimar, Germany

Concept, idea, director:
BBB Johannes Deimling

photos: Monika Deimling



"One day I'm 
gonna make 
the onion cry 
#7"
2019

performance

part of:
LiveArt Denmark

location:
Nordkraft theatre
Aalborg, Denmark

curated by:
Ellen & Henrik 
Verstergaard-Friis

photos:
Monika Deimling



"One day I'm 
gonna make 
the onion cry 
#6"
2019

performance

part of:
OUTSIDEININSIDEOUTINSID
EOUTOUTSIDEIN

location:
Saxon Switzerland, nature 
park, Wehlen, Germany

curated by:
Dirk Grosser, Alois Yang, 
Aliaksandra Yakubouskaya

photos:
Monika Deimling



"One day I'm 
gonna make 
the onion cry 
#5"
2019

performance

part of:
PAS | Performance Art 
Studies #64

location:
art hall, culture center, 
Rehlovice, Czechia

photos:
Monika Deimling



"war paint"
2019

portrait series

part of the cycle 
"One day I'm gonna make 
the onion cry"

photos:
Monika Deimling



"One day I'm 
gonna make 
the onion cry 
#4"
2019

performance

part of:
Carbonarium festival

location:
Carbon art center, Kyiv, 
Ukraine

curated by:
Oleksiy Zaitsev, Antonin 
Brinda, Pinar Derin Gencer

photos:
Monika Deimling

violoncello: 
Volodymyr Bedzvin
Ihor Kovalchuk



"One day I'm 
gonna make 
the onion cry 
#3"
2019

performance

part of:
3.CLOUD festival

location:
Reja, Tirana, Albania

curated by:
Edit Pula

violoncello: 
Remino Sula

photos:
Monika Deimling

with friendly support:



"One day I'm 
gonna make 
the onion cry 
#2"
2019

performance

part of:
PERFORMANCE CROSSINGS 
2019

location:
Holešovická Šachta Gallery, 
Prague, Czechia

curated by:
Peter Dlouhý, Klaudie 
Osicková, Antonin Brinda

photos:
Monika Deimling



"One day I'm 
gonna make 
the onion cry 
#1"
2018

performance

part of:
PERNEO IV, perfrormce art 
event

location:
Museo La Neomudejar, 
Madrid, Spain

curated by:
Alba Soto

photos:
Monika Deimling



"It won't 
always grow 
back #16"
2018

performance

part of:
Performance Garten 6 
"watch us work it"

location:
Rehnania, Köln, Germany

curated by:
Raphael Di Cano, Vivien 
Grabowski, Julia Maja Funke

photos:
Monika Deimling



"It won't 
always grow 
back #15"
2018

part of:
PAS | Performance Art 
Studies  #59

location:
art hall, Rehlovice, Czechia

curated by: 
Marie-Luise Lange

photos:
Monika Deimling



"some feel 
the rain, 
others get 
wet"
2018-2019

performance production

location:
tjg - theatre young 
generation, Dresden, 
Germany

Concept, idea, director:
BBB Johannes Deimling

photos: Marco Prill



"colorblind"
2016-2018

performance / video

part of:
colorblind series 1 -12

location:
various locations

"color blind III"

Gymnastic hall, Art 
Gymnasium,Poznan, Poland

photo:
Monika Deimling

" color blind VII (live)" 

Albertinum, state art 
collection, Dresden, 
Germany

photo:
Lisa Tostmann



"It won't 
always grow 
back #10"
2017

performance

part of:
Gent Soirees

location:
P/ROPS, Gent, Belgium

curated by:
Sabine Oosterlynk

photos:
Monika Deimling



"Aleppo"
2017

performance

part of:
Hyzio Dyzio Zyzio

location:
Perfex, Galeria Raczej, 
Poznan

curated by:
Agnieszka Szablikowska - 
Trusewicz

photos:
Monika Deimling



"It won't 
always grow 
back #9"
2017 

performance

part of:
lectureship at ASP Lodz

location:
Galeria Kobro, Lodz, Poland

curated by: 
Ola Koziol

photos:
Monika Deimling



"and the band 
played on"
2016 

performance
It won't always grow back #6

part of: 
Nomadic Art Festival, 
Bratislava

location:
streets of Bratislava, 
Slovakia

curated by:
Mads Floor Andersen

photos:
Monika Deimling



"It won't 
always grow 
back #5"
2016

performance

part of:
FLAM - Forum for Live Art

location:
Arti and Amicitae, 
Amsterdam, Netherlands

curated:
Rose Acras

photos:
Monika Deimling



"Zuhause 
etwas 
sachlicher"
2016

performance

part of:
PAS | Performance Art 
Studies #48

location:
art hall, Rehlovice, Czechia

curated:
Marie-Luise Lange

photos:
Marie-Luise Lange



"It won't 
always grow 
back #4"
2016

performance

part of:
Performance series

location:
Perfex, Galeria Raczej, 
Poznan, Poland

curated by:
Agnieszka Szablikowska - 
Trusewicz

photos:
Monika Deimling



"It won't 
always grow 
back #2"
2015

performance

part of:
international performance 
art festival

location:
Kunstbanken, Hamar, 
Norway

curated by:
Ingrid Blekastad

photos:
Monika Deimling



"PATINA"
2015

site-specific art film

by 
Monika Deimling
& BBB Johannes Deimling

duration
24:48

film location:
Art Center Rehlovice, 
Czechia

The dream of a child god.

"In a continuous framing the existing, framing the object in a territory between 
photography, performance and video, Monika and BBB Johannes Deimling 
compose and frame up still images letting then things, nature and our own 
existing happen in it. The stillness of the images is broken through a playful 
illusion, in a delicate way of seeing, perceiving and projecting images.

Eternity had, by the ancient Greeks, the aspect of a child god playing with the 
destiny of the universe. Today, a new child god ideally collects and plays with all 
destinies. In the virtual  world of the Network, in fact, we concentrate our entire 
knowledge, all our virtual identities and the images of all things, so that we 
actually participate at the look on the world through the Net, being constantly 
teared away from the attention to the real, away from the possibility of dwell in 
the "here" and "now."

We cling to things, to be able to perceive and feel our own existence, and to 
remain a presence in the present. Framing the moments, suspending the time, 
the female figure lets happen this complicity between a biological being and 
inanimate matter, in an unusual dance, giving back the delicate and intense 
strength of a non-conscious, but constant falling in love for life, even in its 
absurd transience.

We swing together with the two humans, between objects and immateriality, 
darkness and light, so that the eyelids-anvils always return to separate 
themselves, for to distance ourselves from the total absence of experience 
able images, -which is the silence in the dream of the child god, and namely, 
eternity.

We are always contained by what we perceive: from the circle of the dish, from 
the perimeter of the room, from a wardrobe, from the perspective of the lines 
marked on the floor of an attic. Only a metamorphosis can save me from having 
to feed my lazy and passive way of perceive. Only leaving the nest of the framed 
vision, I can learn how to fly out of it."

Text by Francesco Kiais



"Herostrat"
2014

performance
with Andreas Pashias

part of:
v_ideas performance

location:
Beton 7 gallery, Athens, 
Greece

curated by:
epitelesis - Performance Art 
Foundation

photos:
Monika Deimling



"a rolling 
stone gathers 
no moss #13"
2014

performance

part of:
M:ST Festival

location:
Truck Gallery, Calgary, 
Canada

curated by:
Tomas Jonsson

photos:
Monika Deimling



"a rolling 
stone gathers 
no moss #12"
2014

performance

part of:
PAS | Performance Art 
Studies #36

location:
art hall, Rehlovice, Czechia

curated:
Marie-Luise Lange

photos:
Monika Deimling



"Deutschland
Deutschland"
2014

performance for camera

video and videostills:
BBB Johannes Deimling



"Deutschland
Deutschland"

text by Marie Arnold 
(12th grade)

2019

“One can say that fascism added to a certain extend to the old art of lying a new variant - the 
devilish variant, that one can imagine, namely: truthlying” (Hannah Arendt)

Just the jacket is missing, then Johannes Deimling could be considered a successful CEO of the 21st 
century - and a pair of shoes. Then it might even be enough for a career at a bank. Why does this 
neatly dressed man show the Hitler salute?  

Rarely in art is it possible to recognize so quickly what message a work has; and above all, that 
there is one. With BBB Johannes Deimling's performance "Deutschland Deutschland" it is not like 
this. Here it is immediately clear that the performance does not serve entertainment and there 
is not much room for interpretation. If you look at action art, then in most cases you do so to be 
inspired by the creative ideas of the artists or simply to be washed over by them. In this respect it 
is both unusual and uncomfortable to be confronted with the Hitler salute in the very first seconds 
of an art performance. To stretch out the right arm at an obtuse angle, straight as a pole, is an 
unmistakable symbol of National Socialist Fascism and therefore alarms the collective memory, 
especially in Germany. With the Hitler salute, BBB Johannes Deimling opens a horizon full of 
horror-terms to his audience and transports his statement quite simply and therefore impressively. 

BBB Johannes Deimling does not need much for this. The white wall in the background serves at 
the same time to focus attention on himself as a performer and to depict the masses from 1933 
onwards who were brought into line. Furthermore, a white wall offers no orientation whatsoever 
and thus reflects the problem of political disorientation until the Nazis took power. White is 
a passive color and results from the reflection of all light spectra together. White has little 
expressiveness, but one can project onto a white surface. As a background, white gives every 
color the possibility to radiate completely. But instead of starting over and seeing the prevailing 
emptiness as an opportunity, the authoritarian National Socialists around 1933 guided us to think - 
to think in the Nazi ideology.  

Thus, BBB Johannes Deimling showing the Hitler salute, is faced with the missed opportunity as a 
society to start something new, something colorful - and he fights. The over 20-minute performance 
depicts twelve years of Germany under Hitler's rule. What can be seen in this case is the change in 
mentality among the German people. Deimling takes a clear stand (and stands solid like rock), but 

at the same time he blurs a link between what everyone was showing at the time (sympathy) and 
what everyone was feeling (pain). What Deimling painfully shows, everyone hid back then and always 
kept their face. One paid for belonging to the community with the painful task of giving up one's own 
freedom to protect his hopeless life in the cogwheel of the system. In doing so, one did not notice 
that the wall remained empty. The Nazi ideology did not splash paint on the white wall - only blood. 
In his performance, Deimling thus blurs with the emptiness through the white shirt and remains 
only partly as an independent human being. 

As Deimling's arm sank and sank, so did the initial euphoria in the German Reich. The deportation 
of the Jews, but at the latest the outbreak of the Second World War disillusioned the people. Now 
no one stood sincerely behind Hitler's salute, because everyone had to experience psychological or 
physical pain at the hands of the regime. But folding was no longer an option. For his fatherland, on 
which Deimling stands barefoot and is rooted, one should bear the pain. 

In 1945, however, this fatherland "Germany Germany" no longer existed. What remains is an 
exhausted BBB Johannes Deimling - still in front of an empty wall. 

But he still stands. In this case, the purity of the color white can be seen as hope for the future and 
as a request that this wall should not be used again for the projection of such cruel thoughts. 

The fading away of the heavy music lets the viewer of the performance breathe a sigh of relief. 
According to Deimling, this feeling of lightheartedness is worthy of protection and could never exist 
under fascism. 

The performance is an important reminder to society, which is still highly relevant today. This must 
not be repeated.



"leaking 
memories 
#9"
2013

performance

part of:
Performance Art Meeting

location:
old market square, 
Bydgoszcz, Poland

curated by:
Wojciech Kowalczyk

photos:
Monika Deimling



"a rolling 
stone gathers 
no moss #6"
2013

performance

part of:
Performance and Poetry

location:
Espai d´art contemporani, 
Castelló, Spain

curated by:
Bartolome Ferrando

photos:
Monika Deimling



"a rolling 
stone gathers 
no moss #5"
2013

performance

part of:
Abierto de Accion

location:
Centro Parraga, Murcia, 
Spain

curated by:
Domix Garrido

photos:
Monika Deimling



"a rolling 
stone gathers 
no moss #3"
2013 

performance

part of:
PAO - Performance Art Oslo 
festival

location:
Atelier Nord, Oslo, Norway

curated by:
Franzisca Siegrist & 
Tanja Thorjussen

photos:
Monika Deimling



"Around the 
world #8"
2013

performance

part of:
CIPAF - Cyprus Performance 
Art Festival

location:
Kasteliotissa Medieval Hall, 
Nicosia, Cyprus

curated by:
Christina Georgiou

photos:
Monika Deimling



"Around the 
world #5"
2013

performance

part of:Blauverschiebung 5, 
performance art festival

location:
Academy of fine arts, 
Leipzig, Germany

curated by:
Franziska Eißner, Galerie 
KUB

photos:
Monika Deimling



"Blanc #9"
2012

performance

part of;
Venice International 
Performance Art Week

location:
Palazzo Bembo, Venice, Italy

curated by:
Verena Stenke & Andrea 
Pagnes

photos:
Monika Deimling



"memorial"
since 2012

ongoing action

part of:
Venice International 
Performance Art Week

location:
Palazzo Bembo, Venice Italy

curated by:
Verena Stenke & Andrea 
Pagnes

photos:
Monika Deimling

Ruedi Schill * 1941 † 2020
Lee Wen * 1957 † 2019
Chris Burden * 1946 - † 2015
Juliana Yasin * 1970 - † 2014
Jan Swidzinski * 1923 - † 2014
Peter Grzybowski * 1954 - † 2013
Jerzy Berez * 1930 - † 2012
Marcus Vinicius * 1985 - † 2012
Norbert Klassen * 1941 - † 2011
Nel Amaro * 1946 - † 2011
Bas Jan Ader * 1942 - † 1975
Manfred Hammes * 1954 - † 2006
Emmett Wiliams * 1925 - † 2007
Allan Kaprow * 1927 - † 2006
Rose Hill * 1976 - † 2008
Wolf Vostell * 1932 - † 1998
Kurt Schwitters * 1887 - † 1948
Joseph Beuys * 1921 - † 1986
Christoph Maria Schlingensief * 1960 - † 2010
Augusto Boal * 1931 - † 2009
Dieter Roth * 1930 - † 1998
Robert Filliou * 1926 - † 1987
Yves Klein * 1928 - † 1962
George Maciunas * 1931 - † 1978
Simon Häfele * 1977 - † 2011
John Cage * 1912 - † 1992
Jochen Wüstenfeld * 1961 - † 1998
Ben d’Armagnac * 1940 - † 1978
Al Hansen * 1927 - † 1995
Terry Fox * 1943 - † 2008
James Lee Byars * 1932 - † 1997
Ana Mendieta * 1948 - † 1985
Rudolf Schwarzkogler * 1940 - † 1969
Paul Neagu * 1938 - † 2004
Gina Pane * 1939 - † 1990
André Philip Lemke * 1970 - † 2006
Antonin Artaud * 1896 - † 1948
Kjartan Slettemark * 1932 - † 2008
Nan Hoover * 1931 - † 2008
George Brecht * 1926 - † 2008
Bob Flanagan * 1952 - † 1996
X-Ray-Psy * 1966 - † 1999
Zorka Ságlová * 1942 - † 2003
Stuart Sherman * 1945 - † 2001
Bob Cobbing * 1920 - † 2001
Jan Piekarczyk * 1951 - † 2011
Marcos Kurtycz * 1934 - † 1996
Fritz Behr * 1949 - † 2006
Ian Hinchliffe * 1942 - † 2010
Miklós Erdély * 1928 - † 1986



"Around the 
world #3"
2012

performance

part of:
Lecture Series on 
Performance

location:
NTA - Norwegian Theatre 
Academy, Fredrikstad, 
Norway

curated by:
Karmenlara Ely

photos:
Monika Deimling



"leaking 
memories 
#5"
2011

performance

part of:
Performance Series

location:
STORE contemporay, 
Dresden, Germany

curated by:
Konstanze Schütze

photos: 
Danilo Barsch



"I can't 
I can't"
2010

performance
what's in my head #9

part of:
HOME sweet HOME, 
performance art festival

location:
center of cultures, Berlin, 
Germany

curated by:
Irene Pascal & Patrick 
Moarescu

photos:
Andres Galeano



"BBB 
Johannes
Deimling"
publications

a rolling stone gathers no moss

documentation of the cycle of performances from 2013-2014
166 pages, published 2014

It won't always grow back

documentation of the cycle of performances from 2015-2018
124 pages, published 2019

it's not the action that makes the action

performance documentation of performances 2000-2014
84 pages, published 2014

Greatest Hits

DVD compliation
video documentation of performances 2004-2010
published 2011

geradeaus

catalogue with 
documentation of performances 1998-2003
126 pages, published 2003



BBB Johannes Deimling’s performance artworks 
have been internationally presented at several 
performance art events such as Accion!MAD, Madrid, 
Spain; Interakcje, Piotrkow Trybunalski, Poland; FADO, 
Toronto, Canada; M:ST – performative arts festival, 
Calgary, Canada; Blauverschiebung, Leipzig, Germany; 
BONE, Bern, Switzerland; LAS BAS, Helsinki, Finland; 
PAO – Performance Art Oslo, Oslo, Norway; Live Action, 
Guangzhou, China, PERNEO, Madrid, Spain; LiveArt.
dk, Copenhagen, Denmark; Venice International 
Performance Art Week, Venice Italy; PAB– Performance 
Art Bergen, Bergen, Norway; CLOUD festival, Tirana, 
Albania; Carbonarium, Kyiv, Ukraine; IMAF, Odzaci, 
Serbia and many others. 

 
Besides his international presence at performance 
art festivals his works were presented at ARKEN – 
museum for contemporary art, Copenhagen, Denmark; 
Kunsthalle Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany; KIASMA 
– museum for contemporary art, Helsinki, Finland; ICA 
– international center of the arts, London, UK; Galerie 
im Taxispalais, Innsbruck, Austria; Arsenale, Venice, 
Italy; CCA – center for contemporary art, Tel Aviv, Israel; 
Cornerhouse Gallery, Manchester, UK; Neuer Berliner 
Kunstverein, Berlin, Germany; Schindlers Factory, 
Krakow, Poland; art fair KUNST MITTE, Magdeburg, 
Germany and many others.

Performance cycles by BBB Johannes Deimling

2020-present: it ain't over until it's over
2018-2020: One day I'm gonna make the onion cry
2017-2018: Colorblind
2015-2018: It won't always grow back
2013 -2014: a rolling stone gathers no moss
2011 - 2013 Around the world
2011 - 2013: leaking memories
2009 - 2011: What's in my head
2000 - present: DEUTSCHLAND DEUTSCHLAND
2000 - 2012: BLANC
1999 - 2003: Media, Myths and Fairytales
1998 - 2009: Don't Hurt Me
1997 - 1999: Landscapes
1994 -1995: VariAKTION



BBB Johannes Deimling

Mail:
bbb@bbbjohannesdeimling.de

Web: 
bbbjohannesdeimling.de
pas.bbbjohannesdeimling.de

Vimeo:
vimeo.com/bbbjohannesdeimling

Instagram:
@bbbjohannesdeimling

#bbbjohannesdeimling


